
MY BODY MY CHOICE 

 

I did not want to campaign because I thought, the system although corrupt and inefficient as It is, 

was going to have reason as one powerful alidade, as I though, we have in politics in the 2021 higher 

“educated people” than ever before in history of democracy, government representatives with 

university degrees, masters and PHDs, those “educated people I thought, with the impartiality gained 

though their studies, are going to be able to see limit between: the what they can do with the power 

and what the trust given by the FREE WILL of their voters in the past election meant, therefore 

forcing people to do something against that FREE WILL, was not going to be a logical acceptable 

option but, I was wrong! 

We all know that democracy as it should exist or as it was conceived: “the DEMOS of all the KRATIA” 

does not exist, and it is instead, the oppression of the “will” of the majority, against the “will” of the 

minority, but there has to be certain limits. 

We have to remember that the second world war, strictly speaking, was a child of the democracy, as 

it came from the will of the voters to choose “the leader” in Germany, whom declared war and the 

response of the most of the back then too “free world democratic countries”, that followed the game 

under a legality frame. I put it that way because it takes more than one person to make a party, and 

there are always other ways to solve differences before legitimizing the killing millions of people.  

Seems to be that the methods used by democracy are always the easy and desperate ones, there is a 

reason for that. 

Have you ever tried to make a group assignment at school and all your classmates are a bunch of 

idiots? What method you try to implement, when reason does not work? What happens in school so 

as in a congress level are exactly the same, as are the basics of human interactions. After trying your 

best to make the idiots work as a group you give up, and as they are the majority and no one really 

cares, frustration takes place. The frustration leads you to the basic point of “get the job done” 

however acceptable enough you can, and try to shine when your turn comes to present the part of 

the work you have done.  

When there are other interests in a group other than “The best for all people” from the working 

colleges such as; political parties interests; interest to give financial benefits to a determinate group; 

cover up mistakes done in the past; time pressure; cover up the obvious personal incompetence; lack 

of experience; making a decision with lack of information; lacking of sufficient knowledge related to 

the topic; lacking of perspective; lacking of resources; lacking of thinking out of the box (new ideas); 

hiding their real plans until election time is over; lacking of future vision and revision on why we do 

the things as we do them until now; etc. Mistakes happen, and very fast if you do things in a hurry 

with little or no plan at all, moved by the wrong interests or wrong priorities, not being prepared for 

the challenges and not having the right tools. 

Just because you were chosen in an election, does not make you the best at everything, or even at 

anything, being elected just makes you good at one thing “at being elected” full stop. Sometimes 

people are chosen by a picture in a billboard, by default as is the tradition to choose that political 

party, by desperation as all the others candidates were obviously more stupid than the one chosen. 

The true is that this terribly mistaken way of working of the public administration of a country, was 

(more than ever) put to a hard test with the pandemic, and for two consecutive years (surprise, 

surprise) only with exception New Zeeland of my knowledge, the governments of the world, failed 

miserably their people, and every mistake committed was/is worse than the one before.   



What is the limit of democracy, when the governments justify madness, acting against the will of the 

population, disrespecting and ignoring the will of a large group of neutral people whose rights also 

should be protected, or better said, when the collective madness is so widespread that the reason 

held by the fewer, is it justifiable to ignored and finally crushed the minority? At what point we will 

unanimously agree democracy at exists now, failed again? At what cost of the life of how many 

millions of innocent people who didn’t need to die, we decide it is enough of improvised solutions? 

What is the plan “B”? Is there one? How many more voices will be ignored and silence, of people 

who do not want to follow the collective non-sense? 

• Mandatory military service for young people = costing life time and money to citizens, 

• Mandatory free working for the government = because of a war or other “emergency” 

• Mandatory high taxes to be paid = because more resources are needed for governments 

that not invest people’s money just spend it. 

• Mandatory rationing of water and electricity = as resources have to be maximised, if you did 

not experience it jet in your countries, you won’t have to way that long.  

 

• Mandatory Vaccines for everyone, because the government lost the control over the 

pandemic due to their inefficiency and bad politics, and now want to blame a group of 

citizens in one country for the virus mutations that occur in other sides of the world. 

• Mandatory Vaccine that is not prove to be effective against new mutations, meaning a 

mandatory useless vaccine even for children. 

 

The governments of the world are preparing the last “resource” or so they said, against the current 

pandemic, the final publicly crushing of the will of their free citizens, by imposing a mandatory 

vaccine.  

The “free people” can go to demonstrate to the streets as much as they want, carrying flags and 

posters and even their children, sing songs and made believe they are fighting for their rights, for 

their freedom, for their future, but nothing will happen if they are not organized in a way that the 

“politicians” can understand, respect and even fear. 

How can we protect our rights? How can we stop/fight modern tyranny? Is there a legal way to stay 

unvaccinated? Respected and keep protecting our children? 

The answers follow, but first let me keep building our case, please be patience as this might be our 

last chance. 

They (the governments) have forgotten the basics in this pandemic: 

1. The Vaccine is still experimental (at this point in time, December 2021). 

2. There are no concluded investigations on how it all started, or who is responsible of the 

genetic manipulation of the Corona-Viruses that were not transmissible to people 

before, and all of a sudden started this mysterious new pandemic. 

3. Viruses cannot survive without a host. 

4. People “will” is not negotiable.  

5. If you make something mandatory, has to be 100% proven to be unharmful for human 

life or you have to be ready to pay the consequences assuming the responsibility.  

6. No one has to sign a disclaimer waiving the responsibilities of the pharmaceutical 

companies against health damages before vaccinating their children.  



7. Mandatory Vaccines are not the last resource or possible action at this point. 

8. There are not vaccines against viruses.  

9. This is not the first pandemic. 

10. We are in the EU alone over 15 million people whose rights of choice are in danger to be 

crushed by their own governments.   

 

1.- The Vaccine is still experimental, before the pandemic there were only 3 type of accepted 

vaccines: Active, Passive or a combination of both of them.  

The Active vaccines use a dead infectious microorganism or a reduce quantity of it, to allow the 

human body to create its own defences (antibodies) against the threat, the second vaccine type the 

Passive vaccines, have ready antibodies against the infectious microorganisms, and because the 

antibodies are already present in the vaccine the body does not learn to produce further antibodies, 

therefore the effect of the vaccine does not last a life time, and the third type of vaccine is a 

combination of the first two types. There were only those types of approved vaccines respecting 

international health-standards of, observation of side effects in quantity of vaccinated people, at 

short, medium and large time frames, the existing new types of vaccine (Vector Vaccine and mRNA) 

are still experimental technology and although exists since the 70´s, was not approved for the 

general public use before this “world emergency” pandemic for various health concerns.  

If the vector vaccines are so secure, why the governments exempted of liability and responsibilities 

the pharmaceutical companies against damage to people health?  

If vector vaccines are so risk free, why not the governments offer a health insurance policy of up to 

10 million euros per person, if people get injured or die from the vaccine effects? If its “damage free” 

they don’t have any thing to fear too, right? is time to be consequent with what is being ask or forced 

normal helpless people to do.  

At the end of the day, many of us fear the vaccine more than the virus itself, we fear for our lives and 

our future, if people get pushed to the corner threatened to die, any actions of desperation will be 

justified under the rights of self-defence.  

The experimental technologies are launch to the open when there are cases of man-made global 

“emergencies”, such as wars or in this case a pandemic. 

The last “experimental must be used” was the atomic bomb, and until today, the radiation effects of 

such a “legal” democracy monstrosity abortion, can still be traced in survivors’ deformations, many 

of whom did not agree to be part of the war madness as they were only children back then, but now 

have to live with the consequences of the “legal” madness that their governments exposed them to, 

so as the disproportion irresponsible aggression from the USA.     

 

2.- There are no concluded investigations on how it all started, or who is responsible of the genetic 

manipulation of the Corona-Viruses that were not transmissible to people before. The WHO started 

an investigation that closed as inconclusive; of course, the WHO is a private institution that beyond 

the relative prestige gained in the past and the use of the word “World” in its name, has to pay their 

employees with money that comes from private sponsors/supporters, so the loyalty and impartiality 

of such a privately funded institution with regards to the public health interest are within reason 

questionable. It is also within reason to be questionable the performance, integrity and efficiency of 

publicly funded organizations such as the “secret services” of countries, so as their military 



counterpart “the military intelligence service”, agencies or government departments paid to protect 

citizens from “threats” and prevent “terror”, and they were not able to see the virus in a national or 

international level as an incoming threat coming, not soon, not late to alert their people, closed the 

borders or do something effective, to prevent the “terror like state” we are living in our streets with 

day to day, or did they know and didn’t do anything about it for other reasons? The truth is that the 

virus until now have killed more people in the “first world countries” alone, than any terrorist attacks 

combined in the past 50 years, and the new terror threat is coming from within the scientific 

investigation taking short cuts, taking millionaire funding from governments of the first world 

countries and entrepreneurial millionaires, in combination with useless politicians, maybe the “secret 

agencies” should start re-considering who are the ones terrorising the citizens of the world, and to 

re-consider their loyalty so as their efficiency.  

What is the definition of terrorism? the unlawful use of violence and intimidation, especially against 

civilians, in the pursuit of political aims. Of course, if you make it “lawful” by legalizing terror-actions 

changing the laws like the Taliban did, is it justified? A.K.A. Mandatory Vaccine, intimidating the 

unvaccinated civilians, pursuing to get the approval of the majority (vaccinated people), in order to 

remain as politicians is the text book definition of terrorism.  

Because if the well being of people would have been the priority, the lockdowns should have been made 

mandatory and not advisable, why the lock downs were not enforced in Germany but the vaccine is? 

Where is the logic of the new “emergency measure” sold as “only way out of the pandemic”? Which take 

us to point number 3. 

 

3.- Viruses cannot survive without a host. It is known by anyone working in the health sector, and 

any one making even a poor research in internet, that a viruses are not strictly defined as a “life-

organism” because of its composition (that typically consists of a nucleic acid molecule in a protein 

coat), and because its particularities (is able to multiply only within the living cells of a host), when the 

chain of transmission is cut, there is no chance for the virus to keep reproducing and the pandemic is 

over.   

Meaning, that a strictly imposed immobility among people of 4 weeks at the most, should be more than 

enough to stop any further cases related to the virus. You might be asking yourself, but if it is that easy to 

stop, why we still after two years with the same problem? And the answer is: because there were too 

many exemptions made when the “suggested/advisable” lockdowns were presented to the public, 

exceptions with transport public and goods, exceptions with numbers of people that one could visit, for 

example in Germany you could still meet with two other people at a given time, so I know people who 

were meeting someone different even 4 times a day, spreading even further to small groups or 

households, people were aloud to go for walks, to visit relatives, to do grocery shopping, to travel as long 

as they stayed within the limit of permitted groups, system relevance personal was used as an excuse to 

meet secretly, planes were still flying, with restrictions and checks but still moving people around the 

world.  

People were taking the Lockdown as some sort or restricted Holidays, moving around within the area of a 

country because the borders were closed but in Germany alone, people were able to travel from south to 

north (1,100 Km distance), same distance radius, long enough to spread the virus nearly to whole Europe 

by road, and with 80 million people allowed such a partial freedom, well we witness the consequences.  

The question is: did the government know that advising and not enforcing a lockdown was going to bring 

such a poor result? If they did not know it, they made a monumental mistake by not preventing, and if 

they knew and did it anyway, they also made another monumental mistake by worsening it, for which we 

are still paying two years after the beginning of this nightmare.  



Many of us earn our money upon results, the same principle should be applied with politicians, if they are 

not able to solve a problem, they should not receive any money at all, that will at least partially restrict 

the way of useless individuals in public jobs.     

We are victims of other disasters allowed by our governments that contribute to the spread of the virus, a 

poorly designed system of living, globalisation dependence based, to support the biggest absurd 

invention of mankind ECONOMY, and all of those incoherencies with the public health are supported by 

the wrongly call politicians, that now are modifying the laws of freedom that people fought and died for in 

the past, and this aberration is unfortunately happening in nearly every country of the world, to replace 

freedom with imposing abusive rules seeking to overpower the free will of the citizens and enforce an 

experimental desperate, incapable to stop the spread or the future mutations of the virus, marketed as 

the pandemic last solution “the vaccine”, with not enough evidence of success other than the gained 

through lying to innocent human guineapigs, first effective of 1 year, then for 9 months, then for 6 

months and now good only for 3 months, wait, what will you say if I sell you a laptop and give you a 

guarantee of 70% efficiency or working compliance, for a year and keep “advising you” that you should let 

me upgrade it and I keep lowering the guarantee from the 12 months offer at the beginning to 9 months, 

then 6 months, then 3 months, would you say that I know what the hell am I talking about? Would you 

recommend the product to your children? Would you enforce the laptop as a must have for the whole 

population? Let’s be honest, we would not accept such a failure rate of effectiveness even in a computer 

antivirus software.   

The governments live from taxes, from money, money gives them power, who they protect the most? 

Small tax payers or the interest of big companies and corporations that pay bigger taxes? Governments 

didn’t want to upset the big companies instead, they sacrificed the small businesses, private handlers, 

culture, hostelry, tourism and catering, sectors with medium to low-income salaries employees, that is the 

true against the “suggested” lockdowns and not imposed ones. 

Question round:  

• Can society the way we know it survive if banks are closed?   

• Are banks public run or private run? 

• When private companies are too dangerous to close, weak laws have to be “suggested” and not 

imposed, carefully not to upset the real power that move the countries. 

• Who has the real power people or private companies? 

• If private companies have more power than the sum of people, where lies government loyalty? 

• For whom were directed the must close restrictions? Restaurants, churches or banks?    

 

The poorly designed system of living, lack of affordable living spaces near the place of work, makes people 

to commute in several cases up to 2 hours per way per day, that contributes to unnecessary travelling 

distances, that in the long run contributes to spread even more the viruses and other diseases, not even 

to start talking about what long commuting does to the environment.        

The globalisation dependence is another terrible mistake allowed by the governments, with everything 

being co-dependent there is no way to cut the virus chain of transmission, the auto parts required by the 

car manufacturing industries, the cheaply produced clothes required by the retailers, the cheap 

merchandize needed to keep the life-style of the modern cities, is nothing but an strategy to generate 

more expenses, dependence to absurd unnecessary goods and money movement, so that more taxes will 

be paid and more numbers will be written in the super computers of the stock markets, to feed 

governments the false idea of progress and a phantom never enough financial growth.    

Economies, the rules in which modern progress is measured, has nothing to do with reality, we kill nature, 

contaminate even what we are about to eat and over use natural elements that we need to survive, but 

as long as the numbers in our national accounts are still in green, everything is justifiable in the name of 



progress, since when we have fallen in this madness? Why governments cannot see the unsustainability in 

the current way of living? I will answer those questions with one sentence: “If you are not part of the 

solution, you are the problem”.  

The common denominator in all the problems in the last 100 years if not more, are the governments, in 

the shape and structure how now they exist and are conceived; many changes have past though the years 

in our civilization, industries emerged and died, people fought and died, fashion, trades, threats, epidemic 

and pandemic, wars and other threats, but after all that fight, we should be able to see some results, so 

how many democratic countries live free of problems now at the end of 2021? With security in the 

streets, with no crime organized or not, with equal opportunities for all citizens, with fair payments in 

accordance to the job done, with free national education that has a validity also internationally, or with 

job security for the citizens, with free right to be defended before the law (not justice only if you can 

afford it), with free right to health care, with open access to oversee public budgets information to every 

tax payer (not just 10 million here and 10 million there, but what was done with the money in relation to 

the real needs of the population), with reduction of taxes as needed according to the next year planed 

investment plans, after all, there are fines paid to the governments for different concepts (speed tickets, 

parking tickets, law suits fines against companies VW for the gas emissions fraud, etc), that should have a 

repercussion in the amount needed for a country for the next year, considering not every year new roads, 

hospitals and schools are build.       

It is time to consider changing the perspective we have regarding the source of our problems, stop looking 

outside and start looking inside each country, inside each parliament and inside every presidential house. 

Governments as are conceived now are obsolete to solve bigger problems, governments are to tight to 

economies and the big players than run the “public economies”, governments have lost their direction 

and their purpose, they don’t guarantee the rights of people anymore, governments don’t respect the will 

of their own people anymore, governments have declare themselves against the basic human rights of 

their citizens, imposing restrictions against their free citizens which increase in severity and age by the 

week, governments are willing confine their citizens to the cage of a laboratories, to be experimented 

with by the macro pharma companies, removing these companies from civil or penal responsibilities on 

potential damage to people health and live is just another capital mistake; how many more before you do 

something about it?  

A full dose of experimental vaccine (it is experimental as not even the makers could tell how long they are 

good for) is given to the population, everyone is encouraged to be experimentally vaccinated, with no 

previous tests of incompatibilities done to the victims, considering the individual cases of personal blood 

related diseases, diet, way of living, smoking habits, sport activities, hormonal intake/disorders or other 

unknown conditions that might influence the way in which the body reacts to the experimental vaccine, 

carelessly offered from 6 years onwards without considering the potential damage to the lungs, brain 

damage or dead due to an Embolie or other allergies or complications.  

We know that the ink used for tattoos, the chemicals in the hair-colouring products, the contrast 

chemicals used in tomography among others, can all kill people, we know that before the fully use of 

these products tests should be conducted, never the less, no protocol other than a question form is 

offer to the victims of the new experimental vaccine, as if 6 years of age, six years of existing are 

enough to determine if the child has any sort of health-related issues, allergies or hormonal issues, 

not a test dose is given but the full dose of experimental vaccine.    

 

4.- People “will” is not negotiable, there is nothing of a higher value in a civilization than the will for 

the free people, there are even quotes regarding its importance such as “Peoples will is Gods will”.  

Couples are made on the bases of a will, families are society’s´ living cells and are formed because 

two people want to be together. 



Forcing the will of someone over the will of someone else for questionable “good reasons” are the 

basic definition of violation, which related crimes can take form of rape, abuse and slavery, which by 

the way, was also legal along with Witch-Hunting and the tortures of the holy execution, showing 

again and again that just because something is deemed “legal”, it is not right, fair or worthy to be 

called human.   

Countries so called defenders of humanity like USA and the members of the EU changing the laws so 

that people won’t be able to have free will anymore, is the beginning of the end of humanity as we 

know it now in 2021, what is left of freedom after that, after the governments are able to dictate 

what should be inside your body or not, there is simply nothing left, wake up, the laws of freedom 

will never be given back to the rightful owners, the same way in which taxes only increase, 

governments will never be fair to the citizens, rights gained by people cannot be taken away in a 

democracy that is socialism, communism, all for the good of everyone, a “democratic-dictatorship” 

hybrid or something ever worse than that.    

The power we have given in trust to our authorities is being use against the free people, we have 

nothing left but to run away, to try to hide from this monster than has no shame and will no hesitate 

to use the force of their zombies, the police and the army against the free will of its own voters, of its 

own people.   

 

5.- If you make something mandatory, has to be 100% proven to be unharmful for human life or 

you have to be ready to pay the consequences.  

As said before, if the vaccines are free from damaging people or represent just a minimum risk to 

human health, then governments should not have a problem to link the mandatory order of 

vaccination, to a life insurance of up to 10 million euros per person in case of damage or death, 

where will government take the money from? From the 8000 employees of the congress if you ask 

me, but of course if there are no risks, there is no need to fear, no one will lose any money because 

the vaccine is harmless.  

You know what will happen if such a policy is put in place? Only then governments will start carrying 

out test on people before the experimental vaccine is administrated to people, only then in order to 

protect their assets (money) will affinity test carried out in potential patients, people who do not 

qualify or show risks to get side effects to “the vaccine” will be denied to receive one. Some how 

governments do not understand that the highest asset of a nation is not the money produced by 

people but people themselves, who are the ones that producing not only money, but solutions, 

innovation, industries, possibilities and the future of a country.   

Governments unfortunately, regardless if dictators or democratic governments, truly respect people, 

or even fear people, when we unite ourselves against their incompetence, and we threat somehow 

the money supply.  

If we pressure them (governments) with money, let’s say for arguing sake, we deny to pay taxes to 

the governments legally and democratically, we can vote using social media ways, or apple pay 

capabilities, signing on-line petitions or any other legal people authenticated identity existing 

method  to vote, and ask how many people will agree in to stop paying taxes until governments deal 

with the pandemic effectively, I am sure, then a miracle solution we all been waiting for, will appear 

from where you don’t expect it will just appear, to save magically the governments pockets.   

Governments don’t care about losing some citizens lives as collateral damage, lives don’t really 

matter anymore and I am not sure if they ever did, money is the language that governments 



understand, numbers, statistics, people lives reduce to percentages, lives are lost every day and no 

politic makes themselves responsible for it, no one is talking about hard closing the borders, from a 

country as well as regional borders, to prevent more virus transition, no one is talking about 

becoming again regionally self-sustainable to cut infections rates, governments don’t want to upset 

the players of the unsustainable global damaging economy, lives lost of few thousands free citizens is 

more acceptable than risking to lose their control, their representativity or their power.  

As said before, we should look better where people enemies are hiding, where loyalty of our 

“representatives” lies and re-consider, the priorities we should have as a society, life before money 

or money before life. 

 

6.- No one has to sign a disclaimer waiving the responsibilities of the pharmaceutical companies 

against health damages before vaccinating their children.  

If there was such a pre-requisite before administrating our children the first vaccines against the 

common diseases, no parent in the world beside the bad ones, will let their children to be 

vaccinated. 

Why is it then the responsibility disclaimer acceptable with these modern miracle vaccines? Because 

they are super experimental of course and it might be case that the first one does not kill you, but if 

there is a little information about the first vaccines, there is even less information about what a 

combination of two different ones will do a human body or even worse, the time in which a new 

dose should or could be administrated.  

I will say this again, there was not even a simple test made to the vaccine recipient´s blood, to 

determine how dense (coagulable) the blood was before the vaccines, nor any other tests were done 

before the first or second dose, and there are not blood test to determine now, how dense the blood 

before the so called booster vaccine was on patients, or how the blood will be after the “booster”.ß 

The responsibility against the direct effects, damage or dead caused directly by the vaccines might 

been have waived by governments, but the careless vaccination centres not providing previous blood 

and/or health tests to ensure the correct response of the patients to the vaccines, is the 

responsibility of the governments.  

The neglect committed to the population, that was not offered a “trial vaccine” meaning a very small 

dose of the vaccine, in order to test symptoms of secondary effects on patients, or monitoring the 

changes in the bloodstream before administrating the actual full dose, that was neglect decision was 

made by governments so governments should be made accountable for the dead of those millions 

hundreds of thousands vaccinated casualties, instead of trying to sweep under the carpet the dead 

bodies with the explanation given that the ones who died, did it due to a mal-function of their 

immune system; did mal-function of their immune system tests checked before the vaccine? Those 

dead bodies are on the hands of incompetent politicians, who still reluctant to hard close their 

regional and national borders.     

Trying to hide behind the excuse of a global emergency does not justify crimes committed locally, in 

the brothers of one nation and/or a region.    

 

7.- Mandatory Vaccines are not the last resource or possible cause of action. Why is it easier to 

force people to put something they don’t want into their bodies, but too difficult to force people not 

to leave their homes for a couple of weeks?  



What right is predominant? Freedom of mobility or body integrity? Working at the hospital the rules 

are as follow, you can strongly suggest a patience not to leave the room, you can not restrain them, 

but if you cut one nail, from hand or feet, no matter the good reason you might have, you can be 

prosecuted under body damage laws, meaning that the body is untouchable, unless the criminals 

hide behind a new law.  

It might be the case that the parliament voted for a mandatory vaccine, I wish that the public vote 

they made on record, will be used against them in a court of law, under the frame that they explicitly 

conspired against a human right to damage the body integrity, when the law of body integrity was 

still legally in place, planning to commit a crime is a crime in second grade, in this case, in Germany, 

against 80 million of innocent people.      

I am a nurse in training, me and my colleges will be happier to remain away from our homes for a 

couples of weeks, at the hospital premises, if necessary, in order to contain the infections and not to 

risk possible further spread of the virus, if that will help putting an end the pandemic.  

Better a couple of weeks away from our families even if will be Christmas soon, to cut the chain of 

virus transmission for good, than doing things half way like it has been done until now, than keep 

tied in this problem for few more years of ups and downs.  

If the “system relevant” employees do all the same, we could stop this pandemic in a couple of 

weeks, but despite our good intentions and willingness to stop this virus, governments are week, for 

not stopping the mobility and transport of international goods and flights.  

As long as the governments keep leaving the country doors open to the virus to spread, is absurd to 

think that closing the windows will stop the contamination.  

A good lock down of 3 weeks with restrained mobility at every single level is what is needed to put an 

end to this pandemic, this new lock down does not have to surprise anyone, we can all prepare for it, 

we could call to a total stand still the month of February 2022, giving people and industry enough 

notice to prepare food and water supplies for a month, we can plan a total lock down for summer if 

you like, we are already two years in this situation, there is no need to call for a total lock down 

tomorrow, causing alarm and prises to rise.  

Governments have stop thinking global and start thinking supporting local sustainability, only cutting 

off the dependence to outside products, closing the doors Import/Export of viruses, we have a 

chance to face this and future threats, as I said before virus need a host, a human body to travel, not 

moving humans from place to place is equal to not moving virus from place to place.  

Then the vaccines can be target to areas of mayor infection rate in the world, instead of being force 

into healthy people in areas or populations of less or no risk at all like our children.  

It really looks like governments have no interest in stopping the pandemic any time soon, as they 

keep doing mistakes after mistakes for the last two years regarding this emergency matter.  

 

8.- There are not vaccines against viruses.  

Any health professional knows, that there are not permanent vaccines against viruses, that is reason 

why there are not vaccines against common flu.   

The existing provisional “vaccines” are made by taking the last few strong mutations of the flu virus 

from the last season and make mostly passive vaccines out of them.   



Viruses keep mutating and the vaccines from this year are obsoletes the following years, never the 

less, under normal circumstances the “flu vaccine” is only recommended ones a year, and at the 

beginning of the flu season, because there is not point on getting a vaccine specifically made for virus 

that do not correspond with the new mutations.  

There is no “Booster” (which will strengthen only the effect of the “old” vaccine, never against the 

new mutations), that has proven effective against flu.  

Let’s say for a second that the governments are honest and they want the best for us, lets try to 

believe for one second that there are in the governments competent, well-intentioned people, who 

are capable to think out of the box and are proactively implementing solutions before they become 

emergencies, but even if they have the best intentions, governments have their hands tied, as they 

don’t have their own laboratories, investigation centres, or team of constant researchers: Where do 

governments get their advices from? Where do governments double check the advices received? 

Does not matter the good intentions governments might or not have, if governments don’t have 

their own tools, run by public funds and therefore “moderately impartial”, no one, absolutely no one 

can guarantee, that governments receive now impartial advice from private bodies or business. 

Private institutions, independent laboratories or multinational pharmaceutical corporations, for the 

simple fact, that the sole aim of existence is to make money, by selling more products, what makes 

you think that they will give an advice that will make them go out of business? Is like receiving peace 

advices from a gun manufacturing company, health and peace are not good for those business.  

Think in how many millions ($, €, etc) a private pharmaceutical company or companies (that at this 

point work together for obvious reasons) will make or are making, by selling worldwide a “Booster 

vaccine”, meaning they will sell an extra dose of the old vaccine, not a new vaccine, not a re-done or 

re-formulated vaccine, but the same old not even 100% effective vaccine to governments around the 

world, and governments are about to introduce these vaccines also as mandatories to their citizens.  

What would a normal person will do, if given the chance to make billions of euros, selling a nearly out 

of date product? Will a normal person deny or pass this opportunity of a life time, in the name of 

being fair?  

Groups with same business interest exist in every sector in the world, they manipulate the 

production to adjust their profit with people needs, petrol producers for example, due to the first 

lock-down they slowed down the production so that they can profit more making the product scarce, 

now the standard 95 octanes fuel costs over 20cents of euro more than before the pandemic per 

litter and no one is talking about that.  

Companies, with the size and prestige from Volkswagen, were found guilty of altering the real gas 

emissions of the new model not long ago (https://www.tagesschau.de/wirtschaft/unternehmen/vw-

diesel-skandal-prozess-101.html) just to make few more euros in revenue. 

International well known banks, from the size and prestige of HSBC, was found guilty by the 

American government to allow money loundering to a Mexican drug cartel  

(https://www.reuters.com/article/us-hsbc-probe-idUSBRE8BA05M20121211). 

I have seen with my own eyes, a major world stablished company with over 100 years history 

working in every continent of the world, to maliciously alter (without modifying the product) the 

technical information sheet, of a product that is harmful to the environment, to levels that are not 

considered dangerous, just to be able to transport the products without the correct packaging for 

products with high risk levels, and by passing the costly documentation protocols that comes with it, 

just to save a bit of money and extra bit of work. 

https://www.tagesschau.de/wirtschaft/unternehmen/vw-diesel-skandal-prozess-101.html
https://www.tagesschau.de/wirtschaft/unternehmen/vw-diesel-skandal-prozess-101.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-hsbc-probe-idUSBRE8BA05M20121211


What makes you think that private pharmaceutical companies are acting with total transparency, 

given this once-in-a-life-time opportunity to make more sells than ever before in our modern history, 

throughout the whole world, and in such a short time?  

And not only because they are pharmaceutical companies, but because the capitalist way of work 

allowed by the governments and the wrong priorities set as society, placing money and business 

before live.   

We all know that there will be a new vaccine maybe in February against the Omicron variant, 

because oh surprise, the “Booster” will show not to be enough protection against the new mutations 

(so more business opening for the pharmaceutical labs just as expected), the “new/old” 

recommendation of/to the governments will be: “we have to vaccinate everyone, and fast”, “Déjà 

vu”? unfortunately not, we been really here before. 

We all know what happen if you give a wrong dose or an over dose blood clotting medication, to a 

patient during operations, despite the fact of having a team of health professionals, literally 

surrounding them at that given time in the operation table, when the arteries, veins or capillary 

vessels get obstructed, when there is no more blood flow, is game over.  

It won’t surprise me to see that the new best seller after the vaccines success, are medicaments with 

blood dilutive (thinning) properties, in fact, I might buy some share of those companies right now 

and be a millionaire at the end of 2022. 

Meanwhile whilst the international transport of goods and people increase for Christmas, new year 

2021 and the globalization keeps its place before people’s wellbeing, the virus will keep mutating in 

even more dangerous shapes, I will take another lucky guess, and say that the new evolved viruses 

will come to Europe through one of the places from where international flights are still allowed (like 

every idiot will be able to predict by now). 

We will keep falling victims of the globalisation and the unwillingness from governments to close 

their borders completely, or are countries not enough to survive by themselves? If so, what is the 

point of borders if we cannot count on them, because we don’t need borders if the borders cannot 

protect us against external threats when we need them, what is the point?  

We should be able to live, survive and thrive with the resources produced by one country alone, 

without risking the citizens from diseases that come from abroad, wherever abroad is.  

The attention of governments has to be in the promotion and support, of self-sufficiency whining the 

borders of one country, to promote local products and local exchange, to shield ourselves, against 

this and future pandemics, is there is not self-sufficiency in a country, the government didn’t do a 

good job.    

If the whole sense of having the social organizations in form of countries, in the way that today 

exists, has proven day after day, week after week, month after month, year after year, a fail in the 

whole purpose TO PROTECT THEIR CITIZENS ABOVE ALL, then the countries and the governments are 

useless to the modern threats, and therefore have become irrelevant, they should be changed by a 

new social system of organization, which one? There are many solutions, but the easier one will be to 

Privatize the governments, so that we can working as a public-private-company: 

• Fire the wrong and useless employees (useless politicians). 

• React faster to national emergencies with national run, independent pharmaceutical 

laboratories. 

• Be able to invest the public funds in private needed, profits oriented public bodies.  



• Make profits by investing public business, partnering new-private-governments with 

entrepreneurs.   

• Make every public service productive and customers oriented.  

• Be able to participate and directly influence industries with fair services and prices for the 

normal citizens. Instead of how is done now (Private- Business abuse the citizens, 

governments try controlling them with laws that take long time to be approved, when laws 

to control come to approval, they are already obsolete, and new abuses are in place).  

• To stop the governments to keep taking our taxes as gifts, and start paying our taxes not as 

taxes but as investments, money that governments will have to pay back to the citizens in 

fully, plus gains and plus interests. So that in a not long future, we will be able to live from 

our governments instead of having governments that live from us the citizens.   

 

“Government’s transparency, competence and proficiency, without own tools of investigation and 

corroboration of third parties’ advices, leave their citizens at the mercy of merchants of lives”  

           

9.- This is not the first pandemic, the world has face terrible pandemics in the past, people did 

survive without vaccines, without the existing technology, without medicine masks, without FPP2s, 

FPP3, , without super labs, without the WHO, without the modern hospitals or super prepared health 

personal and without the modern politics.  

Humanity have thriven pandemics with isolation in the past, with social distancing, with prohibition 

from mobility and the key of it, without globalization, with no international flights, no international 

trains, and not stupid “must travel to Holidays destinations” mindset.  

Small self-sufficient communities and regions have defeated pandemics in the past, small self-

sustainable communities and regions, that did not need the interaction with people or products from 

external sources to survive, meaning, that the size of the current countries have proven to be, 

terribly ineffectively to face the current situations that the world is going through, as they have 

expose and even endangered the live of their citizens in the pandemic, are countries then a progress 

or an step backwards in humanity and human organization? Not all the steps given are positive, we 

have to evaluate the current facts that the pandemic have shown us, and shield ourselves so that 

these problems will not happen again in the future.  

 

Not those many years ago 60 or so, governments were the owners of water supply companies, 

electricity companies, communications companies, transport companies even per air, building and 

repairing companies, post office companies, but back in those days those services were not call 

companies, they were just part of government sectors or chancellorships, and people paid fair prices 

for the services received even though the taxes were much lower than today. 

Back in those days, before the globalization reached todays levels, countries used to be self-sufficient 

and more autonomous than today, before the big chains of super markets and retailers, clothes were 

made in the cities and the farmers supplied with seasonal organic food our tables, governments are 

responsible for having allowed the small producers to die, for opening the doors to big corporations, 

that using the tools of globalization, have made human modern slavery in sweet shops run normally 

in poor countries, a thing than no one find unusual or reprehensible anymore, but the worse mistake 

done so far with globalization and corporations silent invasions in our societies, is that the doors of 

the countries, the first line of defence against threats coming from abroad, our borders, our 



protection, are impossible to be closed today, or that is what they try to make us believe, as New 

Zealand did hard-closed their borders and it is today, the only country in the world that has not 

pandemic, to my knowledge. 

In New Zealand there are no talks about taking the rights away from free people in the parliament, or 

lockdowns or further restrictions, 3G, 2G, plus or minus, not only because it is an island was easy to 

do, because if it was for that simple fact, even England, or Australia, Ireland, Madagascar or Japan, 

would be in the same position “Pandemic-free” but they are not, because they did not close the 

borders the way New Zealand did.           

Hard closure of the borders and a mandatory hard-lock-down will do, it is enough to stop the 

pandemic by isolating the virus in closed areas, as said before, viruses cannot live by themselves, 

they cannot travel alone.  

A hard-lock-down does not have to surprise anyone, it can be planed with weeks or months in 

advance after all we are already repeat: two years in this problem and we will not be out of it 

without a strategy that does not have to take anyone´s rights away.  

Planning with enough time in advance is paramount so that people will get what they needed to 

survive for the length of the lock-down, companies will with enough time will be able to organize 

their work-load, factories will be able to stock themselves with what is needed for a month of 

closure.  

Planed hard-lock-down with a warning of weeks or even months will show strategy and willingness 

from the governments but of course, that is too much to ask from a group of idiots, shameless 

politics who are failing their citizens and don’t want to admit that they are the real problem.      

 

10.- We are in the EU alone, over 15 million people whose rights of choice are in danger to be 

crushed by their own governments, with that amount of people, we have enough population to 

populate one or even two countries in Europe, considering that Switzerland has only 8 million 

inhabitants, they want to shame the unvaccinated people in their own countries, they want to violate 

our human rights, we are being discriminated for making choices regarding our won bodies, everyday 

victims of hate crime in our schools, by the media, by politicians yes even politicians in Germany, 

they violate the rights of free people explicitly attacking us in the news saying things like “the 

pandemic of the non-vaccinated”, the discrimination is openly done in our universities by our 

teachers and peers, who by criticising in open lessons the individual choices of free people, abuse us 

morally and psychologically (if the criticism would have been done regarding sexual orientation, it 

would have not been tolerated), the discrimination goes further in a more personal social circles, 

even by our own relatives in own families, all starting from a bad politic caused by the governments.  

We don’t have to tolerate to be treated as criminals for exercising our freedom, if no government 

agrees with our free rights of choosing, if to choose what we put or not into our bodies is enough 

reason for discrimination, if we are so dangerous for the vaccinated European society, under 

humanitarian grounds, instead of damaging un more, in the same way in which Israel was given to 

the Jews, we should be giving the chance to keep our dignity and live in peace in freedom, with our 

own choices, and a piece of land,  “the country of the un-vaccinated” if you want to call it that way, 

should be created in the heart of Europe. 

In the way that Switzerland remained neutral in times when the world was in the collective madness 

of the war, the unvaccinated people of Europe, should demand to the European Union the right to 

remain unvaccinated and safe from public bulling. 



In Germany the government don’t want to close the schools again, because of the “psychological 

damage” caused to the children who have to remain at home with their parents (they are not poor 

people, or orphans, or homeless, they have the privilege and the means for currently being educated 

in Europe) a well done, timely planed lock-down, can even coincide with the children school 

holidays), what about the psychological systematically damage done/caused on a daily bases to 15 

million of free European citizens who´s rights are been cut and crushed by their own governments?  

Don’t the politicians know what they are doing with this free human-beings? Do politicians ignore or 

don’t want to know, what damage does cause to a grownup person, good citizen, respectful of the 

laws, tax payer, parent in many cases, or unvaccinated student, or child of unvaccinated couple, the 

systematic bulling performed by them in the open? 

The least outcome from their actions will be, that they are giving radical political populist parties in 

Europe, 15 million more voters for the next elections, the worst outcome of this government lead 

abuses, will be the opening of new opportunities for extremist actions by cultivating this time well-

founded social resentment.  

How do you think the Nazis got to the power back in the days, how do you think dictators rise? From 

the dead seeds of wrong doings from the pseudo-democracy naturally, from the commonly agreed 

failures that no one takes the blame from, from the lack of impartiality of the governments, from the 

repeated abuses and neglects of the politicians, whom were supported by free people in the last 

elections. 

Did Europe reach its social peak before the pandemic and now is on a free fall? So much 

acknowledgement of free sexual preferences and personal choices, to be define and name however 

they want and now this joke of repressive human rights? If Germany as a leading nation that 

represent the “freedom and equality” that the European-Union represents, keeps violating the rights 

of their citizens, it will send a clear message to the rest of the world:  

“Democracy does not work, as does not guarantee the rights of free people”; “Lives in a 

democracy have less value than money which is why a hard lock-down is not a possibility, but 

violate the human rights like freedom is always debatable”; “The systematically done 

psychological damage to free people is allowed, supported and initiated by the governments, 

local, regional and national”; “failing in directing a country, costing thousands of humans 

lives is an acceptable way to learn how to become a politician”; “terrorism is allowed if the 

terror comes from the government”.          

Unfortunately, we can not rely in the good will of the EU to give us a place to live, a place where we 

will be able to guarantee our rights, so we have to organize ourselves in a way that we will make our 

will to be respected and understood by the governments and the fanatic defenders/followers of the 

wrong politicians, the solution on how in a pacific and organized way we can reach human-deserved-

respect is by creating a new religion. 

• How groups of people can wear whatever they want, even if it is not normally acceptable for 

normal people, for identification purposes? Though a religion.  

• How people can stop working on specific day of the week days? Even with the approval of 

governments? Though a religion.  

• How did Jews got a land where they can respect their believes and don’t work Saturdays? 

Though a religion. 

• How kings are queens were made powerful before the other people? Through a religion. 



• Why does the Vatican City/State can influence the whole world and remain untouched, with 

their tax-free gold reserves, art collections, museums, building, pieces of land, private police, 

and luxurious life-style? Through a religion.   

• How historically under religion grounds and believes, people were able to get away with 

paedophilia (marriage was allowed by the catholic church from age 12), human torture (holy 

inquisition), killing by burning publicly/legally their enemies (witch hunting), or invading 

lands abroad (Holy wars)? Through religion. 

 

Ok, to come more to recent years:     

 

Religions grounds are enough to stop legal investigations (such as autopsies); Religion 

officials get faster visas to travel and work in nearly any country in the world; Religious used 

premises are exempt of numerous taxes around the world; Religions get financial support in 

many countries; Orthodox religious people do not pay taxes in Israel, they are exempted of 

the mandatory military service enforced to the non-orthodox people, they get pay for 

studying in public universities and are protected nearly as “national treasure” by their 

government; The queen of England and remained royalty, are “royals” because of a religion, 

the queen of England is the highest representant of the church of England, she, her family 

and her people (the royals), still receive lots of money from the British government and tax 

payers to keep the title given by the “god” or her believes, she still lives in a castle and is 

protected not only by the police and British secret services, but also by a special police force 

dedicated only to serve the “royal family” (all of those safety expenses are paid by tax payers 

still today at the nearly end of 2021), these religious royals are pollical active/influential in 

the national and international scene, they don’t have formal normal jobs, as they receive 

enough money not to mix themselves with “normal ordinary people” (from whom they take 

the money), the local media BBC and also international sources give them coverage on every 

activity they do outside the palace, and the local laws imposed to rest of people such as 

taxes, are exempt to them, all of those privileges in the name of the religion, titles that they 

fanatically keep for all this years.  

 

Would you like to be the new royals? Would you like to retire soon now that you still young? Would 

you like not to be touched by the laws that control other people? Would you like governments to 

protect you and to get pay for do nothing? Would you like to be respected even by the politicians? 

Moreover, this is the fastest way to gain public recognition from governments, get our rights and the 

rights of children protected against further abuses, and experiments on innocent free human-beings.  

There is a way to do it and we need to act quickly as the new law for vaccinating people against their 

will, has been shamefully approved yesterday by the German government, we have a bit over one 

month to make a miracle happen, we need to protect our selves so help us God.  

 

NOTE: 

It is important for you to know at this point that you don’t have to believe in what I 

am about to explain in the following lines, I took knowledge from different sources 

throughout experiences and investigations for over 30 years of my life, I will be 

presenting a compilation of those experiences in a way that will not collide against 



conventional religion believes, but if they do, I apologize in advance, as it has no 

intention to hurt anyone.  

The bases or history here giving as grounds of the new religion, are above all to 

protect our currently vulnerable human rights, I am willing to fight side to side with 

fellow free humans to keep our rights and human integrity, we have to find a new 

way to it, as our politicians have failed us, our governments are blind, our stablished 

religions that are unfortunately complicit in the crimes of our governments, as they 

are not defending their communities, they are silent witnesses of this disgrace, they 

have shown no mercy for their followers and believers. 

 

 

Our new religion fundaments 

 We need to have fundaments in order to build a religious organization, otherwise we can not 

ground of justify that what we are doing is a believe, so we will use a combination of human morality 

and compassion principles, in support of our new creed.  

Our grounds are as old as humanity, from the deep hearts of the secret societies and ancient 

civilizations, as such, we will also have few rules we live by:  

1. You are a God in creation, so love and protect the God--force within yourself (life), 

for one who do not love oneself, cannot love the universal God-force that take 

various forms in nature. 

2. Worship your body, as it is the living God´s-force temple of perfection. 

3. Respect the members of your community, and the natural elements of nature that 

support you all, water, air and hearth, as those elements are also made of the 

same God-force that you are made of and are the source of live. 

4. Do not allow anything in your body that can damage it´s natural way of protecting 

itself, not take anything if you dub about been proven to be good and right for 

human consumption. Dark forces also exist, they hate the pure God-force and they 

try to contaminate it and alter it. 

5. Clean periodically your body, mind and emotions as they are also part of who you 

are, and the mastery of the oneself, self-control is the base of self-acceptance, 

compassion and love. 

6. Do not work until the exhaustion, because your body has only one life, and is your 

duty to protect yourself and enjoy the opportunity given by life.   

7. Do not serve organizations or obey laws that go against your wellbeing, or try to 

cause you harm for they are your declared enemy.  

 

There is a reason and an explanation of the why this knowledge is only now in the open, and 

was not given 10, 20 or more years ago.  

The reason is, that because of the times in which we are living right now, where the enemies of free 

people and natural people are declaring in the open themselves, it is paramount more than ever, to 

protect the children, and the children of nature at any cost from public driven damage.   



The war between good and evil for the first time in this planet´s history, is being done before the 

naked people’s eyes. 

Our planet is reaching the time of a natural reset, the magnetics poles are changing, switching to the 

equator sides of the planet. 

What was tropical until now will switch to where the poles were and the other way around.  

This phenomenon although natural and regular as the yearly seasons are, has deep consequences on 

people´s lives, because territories now populated, entire nations that are over dry land at this 

moment, are going to be covered soon by water.  

Yes, there is global warming, we cannot deny it, but there are also other natural phenomena like the 

pole shifting, that our planet as a living universe organism goes through, as it travel around the 

centre of our galaxy, in the same way that the seasons in a year, have to do with the position of our 

planet in relation to the sun, but this time in a wider scale, to do with the position of our planet and 

solar system in our spiral galaxy. 

Our solar system travels around our galaxy, in the same way in which our planet travels around our 

sun, in the way around our galaxy, we (our planet) encounter gravitational forces that make our 

hearth´s inner magnet (the north pole) to rotate towards those gravitational fields, causing the poles 

to change their position.  

That simple fact, bring great changes for the living species on hearth and in this case millions of 

people are in danger.  

When those geographical natural cyclical phenomena take place, the humanity in our planet has to 

be selected again by nature, in the same way that a farmer chose the best seeds for the next planting 

season, our selection is given by the naturality of our specie, and our skill to hear and follow our 

intuition to lead us to a safe place. 

The skill or sense of intuition, is greater in people who have keep themselves in harmony with 

nature, internally so as externally, as natural as you keep yourself, as pristine we are as humans in 

our genes, so as in our human values, the clearer we will be able to follow our intuition. 

In the same way in which animals can perceive the danger and put themselves in a safety place 

before a natural disaster, we humans, have a natural way to feel the threats in our hearts, deep 

down in the core of ourselves, we can feel what is right and what is wrong, I am not talking about 

“logical” or intellectualized reasons, as “reasons” are not always logical such as slavery, 

discrimination, wars, the minds can be fooled, the brains can be washed and consciousness can be 

bought.  

What is left is not to follow leaders, as people regardless their good intentions do also great 

mistakes, what is really left is that voice of nature within ourselves, the voice that guide us from 

inside our hearts, the voice that speaks when the brain is in silence, the voice that guide is out of 

trouble, the voice that we need learn to contact and to follow, as that voice will make the difference 

between the ones that survive and the ones who perish, that voice is what makes the difference 

between good and bad people, between people who listen and adapt themselves to new situations 

or those ones that never listen, and are not capable to see a solution beyond the challenge; pessimist 

and optimist, slaves of themselves or free of mind people, haters or people with love and 

compassion, people with respect for others or oppressors of their fellowman, people who are more 

natural and follow the principles of nature, are those who will survive and qualify the natural 

selection, antinatural people close themselves to nature and wont qualify for a natural selection. 



The tests to conquer one’s own nature (oneself) were known in the past by the different cultures, the 

tests were also known by religions, when religions were in their pristine form normally at their 

beginnings. 

In the esoteric circles those tests of worthiness to master oneself are call initiatory tests, they were 

typically taught in initiation schools, temples of knowledge, secret orders, secret societies or directly 

from the lips of a master to the ears of the student.  

As those tests are part of nature, anyone ready to go through the tests can take them, each person is 

tested individually, giving the person the possibility to master oneself; the importance of the schools 

of initiation were and are just to support, to inform or to guide, the person going through their own 

individual processes; the tests occur as normal life situations, which is why some times is difficult to 

recognise whether one is going through a test of is just a normal life happening; basically, every day 

is a good opportunity to improve our level of being, our level of self-control.   

When one person masters oneself and conquers his/her own elements, one gains the right to order 

elements outside oneself, these people have been seeing along humanity history and many of them, 

have left a footprint visible even in our modern days. They were known under different names: 

Saints, Masters, Prophets, Magicians, even given the level of Gods by some civilizations and human 

populations, some of those were also given titles such as Buddhas, or Christ, or Mahatmas, Swamis, 

Monks, Quetzalcoatl or just Holy people; The tests completion open the doors to new opportunities 

of self-perfection, just in a way in which a university degree opens the opportunities such as Masters, 

or Doctor studies (PHD), however here I am going to mention only the first tests of the elements, in 

later books if required I will detail the other “opportunities” opened or I will update this publication 

to make it more complete.      

Many of these masters them have share their teachings as they were living their internal processes, 

the followers typically after the masters dead, sum the knowledge left by their masters and created 

the religions. That is the reason why, when a person compares the different existing religions, is easy 

to find many similarities between them, regardless the time existing between one or other religion, 

the place of origin or location where the religion was originated, language or culture in which the 

knowledge was given, all true religion given by true master has similar principles as the others, as the 

true reason of every true religion is to help developing the human towards their best better self.  

The initiation starting tests are four and they are related to the elements of nature, those elements 

that make a human being, have also links to different human physical and psychologic aspects.  

The earth element physically is related with the lower extremities, and have the psychologic link to 

activity or inactivity, laziness and diligence. 

The water element physically is related with the sexual organs and sexual energy, and have the 

psychologic link to lust or temperance. 

The air element physically is related with the lungs, and have the psychologic link to thoughts and 

freedom. 

The fire element physically is related with the brain and part of the head, and have the psychologic 

link to charter and the personality. 

 

The test of the elements is given or occurred, when a person, student of occultism, adept, neophyte 

or candidate to the initiation is ready to take it, the tests are given normally with “small situations” 



related to the specific person, in the person´s close environment, within the circle of friends, family, 

work, partner, etc.  

The elements test, are natural process of internal evolution or development, when the person is 

ready then the tests happen, in nearly the same way in which the sleep process occur to every 

person when one is ready to sleep, the body follows natural process: the eyelids get heavier, the 

body relaxes, the intake of air gets deeper, the breathing gets rhythmic and regular, the intellectual 

self-awareness fades away and its replaced by the sensorial instinctively self-awareness and then we 

fall sleep; in nearly the same way, when deep down internally, the candidate wishes for a change 

(because one intuitive “know”), that there has to be something better than the life one experiences 

at that given time, one also “knows” something big has to change in our life in order to move 

forward, so deep down we agree and get ready for that big change, and the change after a mild to 

moderate “life storm” comes.  

It´s like jumping from a plane (Skydiving) for the first time, one wishes to do it, the situation gets 

setup (one books the adventure), in the plane one gets ready, the mental struggle is worked through 

and one jumps. Whilst falling another set of metal struggles has to be worked out, one has to remain 

calm and do what one has to do, focusing on oneself not as much in the fall itself, of course one 

keeps falling but how we do react, will make the difference on if we will land safe or not, as we fall 

through those “life situations” like in the Skydiving, we have to keep considering/assessing the 

situation changes such as: altitude, wind strength and direction that one needs to aim for.  

For internal growth to happen we have to understand that the situations we encounter on the 

physical level/life, are opportunities to learn to know ourselves better, to learn who we really are, we 

have to learn to remain in control of ourselves no matter the situation given at any time, we have to 

own ourselves, we have to learn to be the masters or ourselves and don’t do or stop doing 

something for simple imitation (doing what everybody else do), that is the purpose of the internal 

growth. As we learn from our internal selves, observing how we behave in the mirror of the outside 

world, confronted to situations, we learn that the “others” are also going through their own internal 

processes, we cannot do the growth for them and they cannot do the growth for us, we cannot 

“change” anyone by force, so acceptance, respect, self-control, constant self-remembering and self-

awareness are very important parts/lessons/skills to be learned through the internal growth process.  

When the tests are happening depending on the element we are being test on, situations will occur 

in our life, events will take place that will make us question our internal values, how we react will 

determine our success or our failure.  

When we Skydive for the first time, we do it with an instructor, if we fail in pulling the rope to release 

the paragliding, the instructor will do it for us, we will land safely, but we will not be trusted to do it 

for a second time on our own. If we don’t remain calm during the adrenalin kick, if we get too focus 

in enjoining the fall and forget to pay attention to the altimeter, if we cannot control our excitement, 

if we panic, if we physically cannot deal with the situation, we will fail.  

In the test of the elements, we have to remain calm and in control at all times like in the Skydiving, 

the initiation (doing it activity for the first time) can lead us to becoming a neophyte or student of 

hidden knowledge, if we passed the student face we will graduate and get “the licence” (allowednes 

to continue), if we keep specializing ourselves, we will become experts, teachers, instructors or 

Masters. The test will be repeated in different situations at deeper levels until we learn how to react 

in many different situations, with different people, with different planes, in different airports, etc. 

That is why sometimes situations repat themselves for us regardless the country where we are or the 

language that we speak, tests that repeat themselves show us that we have not passed yet a specific 

lesson.  



Because of the times we are living at, where the small societies of the world are seeing each other 

and interacting with each other more than never before, we have arrived to a global understanding 

of the humans as specie, we are able to follow and see our/the global impact of our individual 

actions for the other humans, for the planet and the future of both, we can also keep track of the 

actions of other humans/human societies in the world, we can follow the success and the failures of 

the other social structures and ways of social organization, we can see how effective are the ways of 

social communication and our social structures, to solve global problems or to worsening them, we 

can see the direction we are following as human-specie and judge the sustainability of our ways, so 

as our wright or wrong actions and asses as well the validity of our social priorities.  

All of those factors of global awareness have contributed to make us reach a collective maturity, by 

placing the meaning of the single human live in a bigger perspective, than the limited individual 

“reality” people used to have of themselves 50 and more years ago, where the NEED for a change in 

a global scale was much harder to see.  

As the collective need for human change takes over into a global scale, humanity as specie, faces a 

sort of “specie initiation” an initiation in a humanity level, as the only way to reach a global change is 

by upgrading the individuals at their core.   

So, the tests of the elements are now at a global scale, therefore as expected, global events in which 

the person integrity, individuality, serenity, respect for others, tolerance, self-remembering and all 

the other basics of the individual tests of the elements are required.  

If we pass as humanity these tests, we will achieve a “global upgrade”, that will come with changes in 

different levels of social organization, as the ones who do not pass the upgrade of “human quality 

tests”, will be more polarized in their hate, narrow minds and their madness.  

Such a polarization will bring an even clearer division of opinions between groups, making the 

awaken and the sleep of conciseness people´s possibilities of living peacefully together even tougher, 

leading at the end of many useless unfulfilled compromises, to the splitting of society as we know it.   

To that eventual end, we have to be ready and we have to do it now that we still have some short 

time. 

  

As there are those elements tests for the good people, and in the same way the exist positive 

awakening, exists also the negative awakening, and the same tests that free people’s minds, can be 

used to descent and vibrate at even a lower tone of consciousness.  

There are sinistral forces, people who enjoy with the suffering of the others, causing them pain and 

even hurting them.  

There are shadows when there is light, the duality is a universal law that we cannot forget, and we 

have to be ready for. 

For most adults changing their old ways, result extremely difficult, as they were taught to fear 

change, they were taught that there are only two possibilities: democracy or dictatorship, they were 

taught that if you are not a defender of the stablished “order” you are a Nazi, a terrorist or a pro-

dictatorship, they were taught that to think for themselves is too dangerous but, to repeat the 

“accepted” rhetoric, and to keep hoping/waiting for solutions that will never come is acceptable, 

they were told that rules are there to make their lives easier, and if they study and work hard it will 

all be good for the rest of their lives… Lies!  



Study, do your thing and all will be good, is a lie!  The way of living by focussing only on yourself 

“doing your thing” is unsustainable, the capitalist way of living is unsustainable, the demand for more 

energy in the cities to be spent in unnecessary pleasures is unsustainable, to have 50+ choices of 

every product in the supermarkets is unsustainable, to have fruits from all over the world in the 

supermarkets of the first world countries is unsustainable, to buy things that we don’t need for just 

fashion is unsustainable, so as many other million things we do are also unsustainable.  

There is more than ever a terrible necessity of free thinkers, there is a paramount need of learning 

to thinking in terms of specie and less individuality, that is not communism, that is common sense.  

Where is the hope? Well in the children, so the logical target of the enemies of the light are the 

children, but how do you reach the children of the world and make them handicap to think, without 

no one noticing it? Of course the enemies of the light do not want to make the children too 

handicap, as they need them as slaves later in their lives, just enough handicap for they do not aspire 

to freedom, to spiritual freedom, or start any revolution against the stablished “order”.  

In the same way in which electricity has to be reduced of intensity when it reaches the more sensitive 

parts of a computer, refined pure oxygen is needed in the neurones, to produce the chemicals 

required to produce neuronal communication, the abstract the thought process, the refined oxygen 

our neurones require to support creativity, inspiration, compassion, adoration, true art and love.  

The process of attacking the children is not new and has been done always using the parents, 

allowing smoking “adults” at homes in closed rooms with children, misinforming the parents about 

the benefits of Tabaco. Drinks and food with a high sugar content, overused of salt and saturated 

hydrogenated fats, were also great success, altering genetically food (genetic-manipulation), was 

aiming to make children and new generations less sensitive to human pain, colder with each other, 

vain in their life-style, indifferent to other people needs or sufferings, careless towards their own 

families, distant to self-reflexion, apathetical to spiritual awakening and now with the new poisons 

directly injected into their bodies, will the microscopic canals that lead the re-fined oxygen required 

for inspiration, spirituality and love completely closed. 

How do you attack effectively the children of the world? Through the parents fear of course, because 

they, the evil forces cannot attack children with hate, so they attack them using the fear of their 

parents, wo with love and for love reasons, take the wrong choice of panic and make children 

handicap in the name of the love they feel for them.  

Children can carry the virus, children have nearly no mortality rate (they are non-risk population), the 

vaccine won’t stop children from having and passing the virus to the relatives with in Christmas, the 

parents and grandparents are already fully vaccinated and many even “boosted”, vaccinating the 

children does not bring any benefits, the only reason to vaccinate children is to damage them!  

People who until now resist the “urge” of letting themselves to be vaccinated, do that beyond an 

intellectual logic, they do that based on a feeling, a feeling that the vaccine is wrong.  

If it was not for those brave few people that resist the social bulling led by the governments, children 

would have been vaccinated already long ago and to a greater scale.  

These are the test of the elements in a global scale: 

The test of earth: One experience that the ground underneath the feet crumbles, one has the feeling 

that mountains are going to fall on to of us, we see our path being destroyed in front of us. We had 

those feelings when we lost our jobs in the first two lock-downs. 



The test of Water: Like lions in cages, our passion was shaken when the social distancing cut our 

beloved “uncomplicated relationships” life-style, the divorces rate where as high as never before, 

“free love” was out of the table and water took its place.  

The test of air: Thoughts of doubt, moral dilemma, to be or not to be vaccinated, to be made an 

enemy or not, to be relegated even by your own friends and family to exercise your free human right 

of choice, the air was in movement and keeps blowing.  

The test of fire: Who we are, what are we made off, can you stand on your ground or would you give 

up, there will be a definition from “boys and men”, “little girls and women”, to made out gold is now 

a big mistake, when confronted to heat, clay gets stronger and gold melts.  

 

The need for our church is here and now, we need to protect ourselves and our children if we want a 

future, we need to protect each other because no one will do it for us.  

In this world intoxicated right now with madness, there are only few little people that can still feel 

pure feelings, deep down we know because we can feel it, that we need to do something, this is the 

chance to do that something.  

Children need you; the planet needs you, its time to save the future but saving us now. 

If you ever thought that someone, somewhere will do something to change things, this is the time, 

somewhere is wherever you are and that someone is no one but you.  

Get in touch look for www.1body1choce.com and send me an e-mail, the emails only work through 

the website formular, as I had received already some cyber-attack and the original obvious emails 

were taken.  

We need local coordinators, local moderators, local administrators and local organizers, there is 

much more information that can be made public, but we need your support.  

There is also the need of translating this booklet in to as many languages as possible to reach more 

people for our movement, so if you are reding this book and you have another mother tongue, feel 

free to translate it and send me a copy for its publication.  

The first step is to get the supporters, then the legalization of our movement and the recognition of 

our church, when the church is stablished, we will be able to get formal rights, until then, nothing 

stops you to declare yourself believer of the One Humanity church (www.onehumanity.chuch), and 

claim under legitimate believes, respect for our 7 religion fundaments and the human evolution 

bases of our church.  

The new seed for human repopulation is needed as part of the natural selection process, only the 

best of humanity will thrive, only nature will protect nature, as only nature recognizes nature.  

If you have received already one or more vaccines, don’t worry, there are always ways of eliminating 

them from your body, normally the body itself has mechanisms to eliminate (naturally), what does 

not belong to it, or what does not vibrate with the its natural state, but the more you intoxicate 

yourself the harder for the body to self-cleanse.  

  

 

 

http://www.onehumanity.chuch/


Disclaimer 

Believing or not believing is always done exercising a free will, no one is being told that this 

like any other believe systems even the current legal ones, are the ultimate truth.  

Laws existed in Rome, Egypt, and in many other great empires in the human history, all of those laws 

fallen obsoletes when madness and egocentrism made out of science and knowledge its whore. 

There are good and bad science, the bad science is the one that takes knowledge as a weapon and is 

used to kill, like the scientist who developed chemical toxic weapons during the second world war, or 

like the ones who created the “Orange Agent” used in the Vietnam war for which laboratories had to 

pay in 1984 after 250,000 claims of victims, 180 Million dollars in compensations to the victims later 

(of course no money bring back the dead, yet scientist where not punished only some manufacture 

centres), or other bad scientist like the ones creating bacteriological weapons for a bit of money.  

There is no justification to create of help creating something to kill other humans, excusing oneself 

behind the name of the company or experimenting with humans using a moment of panic will never 

be ethical, crimes committed for money under the excuse of keeping a job, are as shameful as pulling 

a trigger to kill someone to still their wallet.   

Getting a vaccine right now it is also a matter of believing, they (the manufacturers) believed a 

vaccine was going to be good for a year, the percentages of effectivity were also reduced in some 

cases dramatically, then the effectivity was reduced to 9, to 6 and now to 3 months. Scientist 

recommend based not in pure 100% certainty or facts, not all the variables are being take in to 

consideration and it is all based in believes.  

Governments, incapable governments place all their hopes in the absurdity of a believe, believing 

that the believes of the vaccine manufacturers are enough, and they believe because they cannot 

prove that facts are conclusive, because there are not sufficient facts.   

So, politics and governments have no more value right now than faiths or believes, maybe the only 

difference is that faiths do not steal over the 40% percent of peoples earnings calling them taxes. 

The problem is not believing or not, because everyone is entitle of their own opinion, the problem is 

apparently also not making someone believe, by forcing someone to do something against their will 

because as far as I know, no one pays taxes willingly, taxes are taken no choice given, but when the 

believes are madly call “obligation of placing in your body something against your will”, that is to me 

the sign that believes have cross the line, and from that point to legally public free people 

“execution” without a chance of a trial or opportunity of defence, is the lowest a believe can fall, and 

should not be the faith of no one.  

I am not forcing anyone to believe anything, and I am not responsible for anyone´s choices, I am an 

unvaccinated human being, fighting with words the unfairness of a system from a laptop, not going 

to protests in the streets, not breaking the laws, just exercising my freedom of speech, advocating for 

common sense, looking for other people who feel the way I feel, and pacifically calling for a people to 

group and stay firm for what they believe.  

I mean no harm to anyone, all I want is a future of respect for people choices, respect for children 

integrity and naturality, and the end of this pandemic that have already costed more lives and cause 

more damage and terror than any other thing that I have seen in my 45 years of life in this planet.        

  


